SoulPeddler GmbH

Hausstattstr. 21 - 47259 Duisburg, Germany

SoulPeddler d.o.o. Novi Sad
Ulica Đorđa Bešlina 2 - 21000 Novi Sad, Serbia

ORDER CONFIRMATION & COPYRIGHT DECLARATION
Customer Name:
Address:
Country:
Contact Person:
Tel & Fax No.:
VAT No./ID No.:

Catalogue No. Quantity

Product description

Order Details

The customer declares by this order confirmation to SoulPeddler GmbH & Soul Peddler d.o.o. Novi Sad that he holds all
rights of manufacturers, authors, performers and in some cases even the right of other legal or physical subjects necessary
to manufacture and distribute sound tracks, images, movies and all other elements submitted to authors rights according to
this confirmation and that he does not violate the rights of any other qualified party. In case of this confirmation being false
the customer bears all the resulting liability including the obligation to indemnify all qualified subjects of their damages or
losses. In order to secure the verification of the confirmation according to the above mentioned terms the customer has the
duty to provide to Soul Peddler GmbH & SoulPeddler d.o.o. Novi Sad his exact name, address, postal, telephone and fax
connection, company register specification or other data verifying his legal existence and in case of a written request of
SoulPeddler GmbH & Soul Peddler d.o.o. Novi Sad to provide the copies of contracts confirming the legal possession of all
necessary rights. This form is an obligatory part to each order.

Release from Liability
The customer hereby affirms the he is unrestricted possession of all third-party claims and the he has already sent
comprehensive to all applicable third parties of their possible claims, etc. The customer confirms that he has been
instructed in respect to consequences of false affirmations and is aware of the attendant legal consequences. The
customer expressly declares that he has acquired all necessary claims, as applicable, completely and without restrictions
of any kind from, by way of example but not limited to, the companies “MCPS” and/or “SABAM” and/or GEMA or similar
utilization companies, and that he promises that in the event of loss of any of the claims required for the order at hand he
shall notify SoulPeddler GmbH and/or Soul Peddler d.o.o. Novi Sad of such loss in writing within a calendar week of when
such loss becomes known to him. The customer also affirms that the order at hand does not violate any statutory
requirements and that it contains nothing that glorifies violence, portrays discrimination against minorities, incites to racial
hatred, or portrays sexual abuse, such as of minor children, and/or acts with animals. The customer has been informed and
agrees that order data is supplied by SoulPeddler at regular intervals to the applicable authorities. The customer`s
affirmation is confirmed by the signature rendered below in hand by the customer. The customer expressly releases
SoulPeddler from liability for all claims whatsoever, regardless of the legal reason and regardless of whether the claim is
known, unknown, current, or future, that stem from a violation of this affirmation and that could thus stem from a violation of
other third-party claims, and in this case the customer renders to SoulPeddler a contract penalty of three times the value of
the order for each claim; moreover in such a case the customer acknowledges an obligation to render compensation for
damages in respect to the reason and remuneration of any legal costs that SoulPeddler may sustain. Aforementioned
contract penalty is due within a week of delivery of the claim to customer and he confirms this with the handwritten
signature below. It is agreed that German law applies and that the court with first-instance jurisdiction is the district court as
applicable. Moreover, the customer submits to the Contractual Conditions and confirms this with his signature below.

_________________________
Place, Date

_______________________________________
Company stamp, Customer name and signature

